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By Kathryn Nuernberger

BOA Editions, Limited, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Winner of the 2015 James Laughlin Award, Kathryn Nuernberger s The End of Pink is
populated by strange characters--Bat Boy, automatons, taxidermied mermaids, snake oil
salesmen, and Benjamin Franklin--all from the annals of science and pseudoscience. Equal parts
fact and folklore, these poems look to the marvelous and the weird for a way to understand
childbirth, parenthood, sickness, death, and--of course--joy. Finding myself in a mesmeric
orientation, before me appeared Benjamin Franklin, who magnetized his French paramours at
dinner parties as an amusing diversion from his most serious studies of electricity and the ethereal
fire. I like thinking about how he would have stood on tiptoe to kiss their buzzing lips and everyone
would gasp and clap for the blue spark between them. I believe in an honest and forthright manner,
a democracy of plain speech, so I have to find a way to explain I don t care to have sex anymore.
Kathryn Nuernberger has lived in various corners of Missouri, Louisiana, Ohio, and Montana. Her
first book, Rag Bone (Elixir Press, 2011), was a love letter to backwoods junk collectors and all of...
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This book is great. I could possibly comprehended everything using this published e book. I am easily could possibly get a enjoyment of reading a published
pdf.
-- Dea nna  Ra th I-- Dea nna  Ra th I

I actually began reading this article pdf. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at at any time of the time (that's what
catalogues are for concerning should you request me).
-- Ena  K lein MD-- Ena  K lein MD
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